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      -> this is the code in our added sections. The checkpoint : push %rax #to save the current value of rax lea 0x12(%rip),%eax #loading the springboard address into rax sub 0x8(%rsp),%eax #subtracting the return address from the stack and rax (rsp pointing to the 8 bytes below the return address) cmp 0x0,%eax #checking if the return address is greater than the springboard address (we need to make sure the return address is inside springboard section) jle 401091 #jumping to return if everything is fine jmpq 4007b0 #error handling, just a random address in the #binary to cause seg fault. pop %rax #restore the value of rax retq #return Indirect Call  The return statements are handled the same way as the direct call.  As for the call, it also is dealt like the direct call but we dont know the actuall address of the function being called as it is read from the register.  Right now, we dont have an automatic technique for this but one can manually see the address loaded in the register by tracing back few assembly instructions. Benchmark We tried our approach a to benchmark binary : kill. The results are as below.  Number of direct calls = 245(220 library calls, 25 normal calls)  Number of indirect calls = 2  Number of returns = 14 (2 sensitive returns and 12 normal ones) we remove our checkpoint for the 2 sensitive returns as they are called from the system and return to the system. The funcionality has been tested by trying a few commands like:  ./kill  ./kill --help  ./kill --version  ./kill -9 $PID Performance has been tested by creating and killing the process 10,000 times(I wrote a c++ script). Original 0.859882 0.854217 0.854568 0.854012 = 0.85570 +/- 0.003 , deviation = 0.35% Fortified 0.861137 0.861522 0.850526 0.852335 = 0.85640 +/- 0.006 , deviation = 0.70% overhead = 0.08% The above times are in seconds. The overhead is so small(even smaller than the deviation) as kill is a very small binary. 
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